Nicole Kidman was a damsel in distress in 1989’s Dead __
Warwick Davis was an __ in Return of the Jedi before Willow
In 1993’s football movie, Vince Vaughn despised Sean Astin’s __
Military drama __ starred Sean Penn, Timothy Hutton and Tom Cruise
Michael J. Fox went Back to the Future and was a Teen __ in the 80s
Cheetah Girl Raven Symone first appeared regularly on The __ Show
Paul Reiser was in __ before Beverly Hills Cop and Aliens
Robert __ Jr. was a bully in Weird Science long before Iron Man
Lindsay Lohan was in the 1998 remake of The __ Trap
Val Kilmer started as a singing, dancing WWII spy in Top __
Kevin __ had a brief scene with Melanie Griffith in Working Girl
Sandra __ was the TV version of Tess McGill on Working Girl in 1990
Michael was in The China Syndrome; dad Kirk started in the 1950s
Before she was Sally, she was Goose’s wife in Top Gun
Shannen Doherty was on Little House on the __ in 1982
In 1986’s Space Camp, Kelly __ played a camper named Tish
He was The Outsiders and St. Elmo’s Fire before The West Wing
Kim __ was a Bond girl in Never Say Never Again
Before Miss Daisy, Morgan Freeman was on The __ Company in 1977
After Growing Pains, __ DiCaprio starred in This Boy’s Life
He was a Bosom Buddy long before Forrest Gump
Robin Williams’ Mork and Mindy was a spin off from __ __
Macaulay Culkin was in Uncle Buck before he hit it big in __ __
Before Jerry Maguire, Renee __ had a small part in Empire Records
She was in Dick Tracy before she played a psycho fan in Misery
Before 24, Kiefer __ played Ace Merrill in Stand By Me
Before Sex in the City, she was in Police Academy and a Vulcan
__ __ guest starred on Kojak before he was an American Gigolo